
L12 THE LEADERSHIP CONCEPT QUIZ 
 
CADET  ______________________________     FLIGHT  _______ 
 

1.    Put a checkmark next to each phrase that is included in the official 
definition of leadership used by the US Air Force.   3 pts 
_____ an art   _____ the exercise of command 
_____ a science _____ a servant 
_____ accomplish the mission _____  influencing people 
_____ change the world _____ managing people 
 

2.    Name three of the four ways discussed in class that can help you  
 develop your leadership skills. 3 pts 
 
 

3. According to the U.S. Air Force, only someone assigned to a   
 position of authority can lead.  1 pt 
 a. True 
 b. False 
 

4. One way to think about servant leadership is to do what to the   
 normal organizational chart?   1 pt  
 a. turn it upside down 
 b. enforce it consistently 
 c. place the oldest and most experienced people at the apex 
 d. get rid of the chart altogether  
 

5. On one hand, trait theory tells us we can learn leadership by  
 looking at the traits leaders display. But why is trait theory unable  
 to provide a “final” answer on what a good leader looks like?  2 pts 
 

 
Bonus:    What did President Nixon’s resignation illustrate about   
  leadership?    1 pt 
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L12 THE LEADERSHIP CONCEPT QUIZ ANSWER KEY 
 
 
 1. ___X_ an art    _____  the exercise of command 
  ___X_ a science  _____  a servant 
  ___X_ accomplish the mission ___X_   influencing people 
  _____ change the world  _____  managing people 
 

 2.  Academic study, role modeling, service learning, personal reflection    (any 3) 

 

 3.  False 

 

 4.  A 

 

 5.  Because different people display different traits, there’s no one “right way” to lead. 

 

BONUS  Everyone is accountable. 


